
There is no time or place more beautiful than sunrise over the Ecuadorian Andes. Inky 
blackness gives way to a cold, pink light which streams through the crisp morning air. 
Mist rolls off craggy yellow-brown mountainsides and out over forested valleys. Azure 
lakes sparkle and steam in the early morning glow.  

Our cabin sits amidst mossy vegetation at the edge of a dizzying gorge. Apart from the 
innocuous trail we walk day in and day out, it’s the only sign of humanity as far as the 
eye can see. 

Three months earlier, when I sent an email offering my services to the lead bird 
conservation group in Ecuador, I had no idea it would bring me here. Armed with naught 
but boundless enthusiasm and the trusty pair of well-worn, heavily duct-taped birding 
binoculars I’ve had since I was 5, I work 12-hour days, alongside prominent ornithologist 
Francisco Sornoza and local bird guide Diego Velásquez. We are striving to protect the 
Critically Endangered black-breasted puffleg (Eriocnemis nigrivestis), a rare species of 
hummingbird severely threatened by deforestation and a changing climate, through the 
study of its elevational movements and nesting behavior. 

Every morning we roll out of bed before 4 am. Bleary-eyed, we stumble around the 
cramped cabin by the uneven light of a kerosene lamp. After our feast of stony crackers, a 
gob of old cheese, and a much-needed cup of hot water, we begin our day’s trek up 
treacherous slopes, through biting streams and between cottage cheese clouds to conduct 
that thing which can supposedly move mountains and cure diseases: research.  

While the experience is invigorating, and the scenery spectacular, it’s also the most 
difficult thing I’ve ever done. Never before have I spent any real length of time apart 
from my family. At the beginning of the month, I can barely breathe at times because I’m 
suffocated by the weight of my newfound independence (as well as by the atmosphere; at 
13,500 feet above sea level, the air is pretty thin). I have no idea how to cook, or how 
to clean. And although I’m lucky to know Spanish from a year spent in South America, 
when it comes to scientific jargon I’m at a loss.  

I do eventually learn, but it’s a slow and arduous process. 

The research itself is also very hard: we venture further and further afield each day, at 
times walking over twenty miles to document the altitudinal limits of the puffleg’s 
summer range. I meticulously record all relevant data for each sighting: geographic 
coordinates, age, sex, time of day, habitat, behavior, ambient temperature, and much 
more. By the end of the summer, we will discover a new population of black-breasted 
pufflegs, and uncover significant information about their feeding and nesting habits, but 
for now, it just seems like endless work. Even sightings of a single puffleg are few and 
far between. At times I spend half a day watching a red splash among the greenery, 
waiting at a flower for a hummingbird that may never appear. As minutes turn to hours, I 
wonder whether this is really what I want to do with my life. Whether it’s worth it. 



During one such spell, the buzz of wings finally, finally cuts through my stupor, and a 
male black-breasted puffleg flies into view. My breath comes fast and shallow as I watch 
gleams of sunlight refract across his obsidian breast, minute waves of blue dancing amid 
the black. He approaches the flower in jittery bursts, eventually arriving less than a foot 
from where I stand transfixed. He moves to dip his precisely-formed bill into the awaiting 
flower- 

The metallic whine of a chainsaw shatters the stillness and reverberates off the shadowed 
slopes below. The puffleg pauses for a moment, then speeds away through its 
fragmenting habitat. And in that moment, I’m as sure as I’ve ever been that yes, it’s 
worth it. 

	


